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Thermoacoustic instabilities point to
turbine improvements
Research into thermoacoustic instabilities for gas
turbines may allow designers to produce calculations
up to ten times faster, Camilo Silva, researcher at the
Technical University of Munich (TUM) told Gas Power
Tech Quarterly.
esults from the adjoint surrogate model (matrix-vector
multiplication) were obtained around ten times faster
than the method involving the full solution of the
eigenvalue problem. The larger the matrix, the larger
the difference of computing time between one matrix vector product and
one eigenvalue problem,” he explained.

“R

System savings though adjoint surrogate approach
The adjoint surrogate model proposed by Silva aims to replace the computational load of traditional models. Typically, when modeling instabilities for gas turbine operation the calculations are solved by means of a
mathematical known as an eigenvalue problem but given the complexity
of interactions within a turbine these can quickly become computationally heavy.
“The adjoint approach allows us to perform Monte Carlo simulations
of the Helmholtz equation by means of mere Matrix-Vector multiplications... We are therefore replacing the effort of solving a full eigenvalue
problem (given by the Helmholtz equation) by only a few matrix-vector
multiplications,” Silva explained.
Traditionally, the eigenvalue appears under nonlinear terms with exponentials such as time delays related to the flame model but Silva and
his team have instead proposed to simplify this calculation using matrixvector multiplications.

“Let's assume we want to obtain the output (in terms of one eigenmode growth rate) of 10,000 eigenvalue problems... [With our approach]
it is enough to perform two eigenvalue problems…. [and] 10000-30000
matrix vector multiplications,” Silva said. The researchers noted that the
method is particularly well-suited to large systems, such as the modelling of turbines, where there are hundreds of thousands to millions of
degrees of freedom.
continued on page 2

Seeking to get STAR-CD ready in 2017
CD-adapco has accelerated development efforts for its Internal Combustion
Engine (ICE) simulation solutions. The plan is to enhance capabilities in the
STAR-CD /es-ice suite of software and facilitate a majority of in-cylinder simulations within the company’s flagship product, STAR-CCM+, by the close of 2017.
TAR-CD v4.26, the latest upgrade of the simulations software, is the implementation of the
NORA NOx emissions model and the Soot
Sectional Method with G-equation combustion. Users can now better predict NOx and soot emissions to comply with more stringent environmental
rules, both in the US and in the European Union.

S

“Advanced Wiebe” model improves
accuracy
Accuracy and product capability has been improved,
the developer said – notably the “Advanced Wiebe”
combustion model allows users to expand their ap-

plication
scope and is
more accurate
than the previous model.
System uses
can access
data analytics
via user codScreenshot of a fluid-flow analysis
being conducted in STAR-CCM+
ing to NORA
NOx source terms, Soot Sectional Method source
terms, Bai droplet model impingement regimes, and
AKTIM ignition criteria.
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New research into continuous
stochastic field
With the results of the initial phase of research
delivering a promising decrease in computing
time, the team are now focused on refining the
approach. “The idea now is to replace Monte
Carlo simulations by a more efficient Uncertainty
Quantification method. There are two methods in
view: Method of moments and Polynomial Chaos

Expansion (PCE). Instead of modeling a "discrete" stochastic field (each realization is a point
in the probability space), we want to model a
"continuous" stochastic field,” Silva said.
To do this, researchers plan to replace deterministic variables with stochastic ones. It is expected that adjoint surrogate method will allow
for easier implemented as compared with the
traditional eigenvalue problem formulation.

The researchers hope that the findings from
their research can readily be integrated into existing design tools and software to allow rapid
commercial adoption of the technology.
“I believe that flexible tools (like Comsol)
should allow an easy implementation of the
method, so that in the future we will talk about
"Adjoint Helmholtz solvers" as something commonly found in standard tools,” Silva concluded.

Siemens builds on roll-out of SPPA-T3000 Cue
In June last year, Siemens launched SPPA-T3000 Cue as the latest release of their instrumentation and
control system for power generation. Dr. Dirk Lumma, head of product management for Power Generation
Control Systems, explained to Gas Power Tech Quarterly that this latest release has evolved under an
operator- centric approach.
he system is designed to monitor vital
processes throughout power plants and improve efficiency and downtime. With fifteen months having passed since the
market introduction, Lumma now talked about the
roll-out process and the response from customers.
“The roll-out was very successful. The new
release of SPPA-T3000 has already been sold to
a three-digit number of medium- and large-size
power stations all over the world within these
few months. There were no technical challenges. Roll-out took place as planned,” he said.

this can quickly equate to significant savings.
“Customers confirmed that the main levers
of cost savings achievable with
SPPA-T3000 Cue are avoidance
of unplanned trips and outages,
measurable reduction in number
of alarms, thus increasing labor
efficiency, and minimum effort
of familiarization for operators
and engineers, especially for those
who are completely new to SPPAT3000,” Lumma explained.

Minimizing unplanned outage

Shortening the time to reach benefits

One of the key advantages of SPPA-T3000 Cue
is its ability to provide the right information, at
the right time and for the right people within a
plant, while minimizing information overload.
By utilizing an improved Human-Machine Interface (HMI) the software provides contextbased and targeted information for control room
personnel, thus reducing the error rate and promoting smooth operation and high availability.
The result of this in the early adopter facilities has been a drastic reduction in false alarms
and a resultant increase in up-time for the
plants. With a plant shutdown potentially costing operators hundreds of thousands of Euros,
Gas Power Tech Journal

While the initial roll-out of the system went ahead
as planned, Lumma explains, a challenge for customers was the time between installing the new
release and achieving the full potential of the plant
in terms of operator effectiveness and efficiency.
To tackle this challenge, Siemens has
worked closely with customers to establish
suitable processes and procedures and to become fully acquainted with the whole range of
opportunities offered by the system.
“During the pre-project, project and optimization phases Siemens contributes its strength
in power plant process know-how and project
execution to ensure maximum benefits. Fortunately, we find that our customers’ operators are
quickly learning how to use the new features
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Estimation of knock onset and post-knock
heat release were also enhanced – following
the implementation of a new Zonal Auto-ignition/Knock option for the TKI model in the
ECFM-3Z combustion model.
Multi-fuel simulations can be accelerated at
user’s choice, allowing for use of either internal or external TKI and LFS tables in the
ECFM-3Z combustion model.
R&D efforts were steeped up just weeks after
the July 1 launch of STAR-CCM+ v11.04, CDadapco’s engineering simulation that is used as
part of Siemens’ Simcenter portfolio in the field of

after only a few days of informal
on-site training, as a result of the ease and intuitiveness of the upgraded controls,” Lumma said.

First Service Pack for SPPA-T3000
Cue
Following the successful worldwide launch, development has continued, with Siemens collecting
customer feedback through a structured and documented product lifecycle management process.
“We see our core hypothesis for its design
as being fully confirmed: while aspects such
as alarm management, electronic shift logs,
and equipment modeling technologies already
exist, by integrating them into a single control
system, they have never been more userfriendly or readily available to the operator on
demand,” Lumma said. In line with this strategy Siemens has released the first update for
SPPA-T3000 Cue – Service Pack 1.


predictive engineering analytics. The latest version expands on applications for industries such as
turbomachinery, marine, oil & gas, aerospace,
ground transportation, and electric machines.
Siemens acquired CD-adapco for $970 million in January this year, seeking to expand its
digital business. In 2015, the revenue of CDadapco had 900 employees and achieves almost $200 million in revenue for its software
solutions that include from Fluid Dynamics
(CFD), Solid Mechanics (CSM), heat transfer,
particle dynamics, reactant flow, electrochemistry, acoustics and rheology.
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Blades with molybdenum silicides withstand
higher temperatures
Scientists at Japan’s Kyoto University have tested
various compositions of molybdenum silicides for
use at turbine blades, improving the strength of
the material at temperatures around 1,400 degrees
Celsius. Research shows that adding tantalum to
the composite helps boost material resilience.
ickel-based turbine blades, used in
such combustion systems, already
melt at temperatures 200 degrees
Celsius lower and hence require
air-cooling. Yet, operating temperatures of gas
turbine combustion systems can occasionally
exceed 1,600 degrees Celsius.
Researchers at Kyoto University found out
that fabricating molybdenum silicide-based composite - by pressing and heating their powders
(powder metallurgy) - improves resistance to
fracturing at ambient temperatures. However,
this process also lowers the material’s high-temperature strength, owing to the inclusion of silicon dioxide layers within the material.
Using ‘directional solidification’, the team
managed to fabricate their molybdenum sili-

N

cide-based materials.
The team found that a
homogeneous material could be formed
Temperature dependence of yield stress of DS MoSi2/Mo5Si3
by controlling the soeutectic composites
lidification rate of the
composite during fabrication, and by adjusting
effective than adding vanadium, niobium or
ternary elements added to the composite.
tungsten for improving the strength of the material at temperatures around 1400 degrees Celsius,” they pointed out.
Tantalum increases material
In a report, published in the Journal Science
strength
and
Technology of Advanced Materials, the re“The new material only starts to deform plastisearchers pointed out that alloys fabricated at
cally under uniaxial compression above 1,000
Kyoto University are “much stronger at high
degrees Celsius,” researchers said, adding the
temperatures than modern nickel-based supermaterial's high-temperature strength increases
alloys as well as recently developed ultrahighthrough microstructure refinement.
temperature structural materials.”
“Adding tantalum to the composite is more


Coating durability – key for GT performance
The focus in hot section coatings of gas turbines is shifting from
temperature to time – so it's all about coating durability, some say.
Yet, thickness of thermal barrier coatings (TBC) is still a key issue,
as parts of the industry keep pushing for ever-higher firing temperature
to boost efficiency rates.
emperatures in cooled turbines
reach around 1250 degrees,
enabling efficiency rates of
close of just over 60%.
"If we were to reduce cooling air
and increase ISO temperature, we
could increase relative efficiency by
18% and increase power output,"
said Matthias Oechsner, professor for
materials technology at TU Darmstadt. He cautioned, however, that
such a move is not possible at present as some turbine materials cannot
withstand higher temperatures.
placement of lead-containing anti-gallants for
In his view, it is clearly the thickness, not
blade attachments and disc slots as well the rethe thermal conductivity, which is important to
placement of hexavalent chromium-containing
minimise the coating temperature. "TBC thickconversion coatings, anodize, seal coats, adheness – that is something you should spend your
sive primers and plating with alternate coating.
money on when you are developing gas turbine
The need for erosion coating is seen to incoating," he told Gas to Power Journal.
crease as compressor airfoils are becoming
thinner which impacts on GT performance.
Eliminating ‘substances of concern’ Air quality and ambient temperature is another key issue, notably in Asia. Advanced
PWPS engineers, meanwhile, highlighted the
blade cooling schemes hereby require internal
need for R&D to “eliminate substances of concorrosion protection.
cern” in turbine coating. This includes the re

T

NEWS NUDGES
Aero-gas turbine markets
wins traction
The global aeroderivative gas turbine market is set to grow at an annual rate of 5%
between now and 2020, according to Technavio analysis. Replacement of coal-fired
power plants with flexible gas turbine-driven plants is seen as a major growth
driver, next to rising demand from the
aerospace and marine sector. Manufacturers seek to develop high-efficiency gas turbines by decreasing fuel costs.

Endeavour at loggerheads
with Ivorian partner
Endeavor Energy has accused Starenergie
of violating a joint development agreement (JDA), signed in 2015, for the 372
MW Sogon LNG-to-power project just
outside Abidjan, Ivory Coast. Starenergie
thereafter independently signed a contract
with China Energy Engineering Corporation (CEEC) on August 20 this year to
build the power plant – agreeing that
CEEC would raise 75% of the $558 million cost of the facility via China Construction Bank. Endeavor said it is “fully
committed to enforcing its rights under
the JDA”.
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Economic analysis of gas turbine cycles yields new metrics
Analysis of the techno-economic impacts of gas turbine cycles is delivering better understanding of power
plant operation and opportunities for the implementation of biogas. “Contrary to previous analyses presented
in the literature, the present work shifts the focus from typical gas-turbine performance parameters (SFC, sp.
power, etc.) to more integral metrics related directly to the economic sustainability of the overall investment,”
Dr Ioannis Goulos, researcher at Cranfield University told Gas Power Tech Quarterly.
ent is in the development of cellulose and
esearch by Dr Goulos and his colurban waste treatment plants.
leagues has focused on the techno-eco”Application of nano-technology
nomic assessment of recuperated gas
in AD and biogas production
turbine cycles utilizing biogas fuel deplants would constitute a signifirived from anaerobic digestion (AD) products.
cant milestone in the commercial
“This is the first attempt to develop a proadoption of the
ductionized analysis for integrated Anaerobic
overall technology
Digestion (AD) power-plant infrastructures
as it could signifithat can readily predict the economically
cantly boost the
optimum gas turbine technology level for a
profitability of the
designated AD plant capacity, he explained.
overall investment,” Dr Goulos said.
To further this research around the uses of
IRR metric quantifies AD investment
nano-technology
researchers are exploring
feed-in
tariff,
district
heating
demand,
and
gas
returns
methods
by
which
new materials can be used
turbine
technology
level
to
predict
the
best
This approach allowed the researchers to preto boost biogas yields. "My understanding is
compromise between investment cost and long
dict optimum thermodynamic configurations
that novel research is currently underway to
term monetary income.
for a designated capacity of cogenerated gas
determine the potential of using nano-particle
turbine power plant, integrating factors such as
technology during the digestion process in
and Total Capital Investment (TCI) and PurNano-technology offers new
order to increase biogas yield during the anaerchased Equipment Costs (PEC).
opportunities
obic digestion process. Recent research done
In turn, a holistic metric for return on
The research is expected to support the wider
in this area claims that biogas yield can be
investment was employed in the form of the
uptake of biofuel for gas power operators and
increased up to 200% relative to conventional
Internal Rate of Return (IRR). The IRR metric
identify regions where the economics are pardigestion processes,” Dr Goulos said.
encompasses variables such as electrical
ticularly favourable. A particular focus at pres

R

Rise in biogas use drives demand for gas quality monitoring
Incentives have spurred a surge in biogas production that is injected into the gas transmission network in
countries like Germany. However, gas quality and volume of the grid-injected biogas needs to be closely
monitored to ensure its computability and safe use as a fuel for power generators. Elster has developed such
a monitoring system.
rawing on its experience with
measurement equipment for traditional gas networks, Elster’s new
biogas monitoring system is designed to ensure that biomethane is not only injected safely but at the required quality for a
given gas network. Tools comprise fiscal flow
metering, fiscal gas quality analysis, pressure
reduction or compression, odorisation, control
of heating value and data analysis and communication. Besides these measurements tasks the
system is also designed to divert the gas to a
flair system or back into the upstream process

D

Elster's portable monitoring solution

in case it appears to be off-spec.
The key step in the system depends on Gas
Chromatography (GC) equipment which is
able to break the gas down into its component
parts to analyse the various characteristic and
quantities. This way important gas parameters
like the heating value can be calculated, and if
required LPG can be added to match the heating value of the network.

Regional costs driving segmented
European market
As one of the largest suppliers for biogas monitoring equipment in Europe, Elster faces significant differences between markets. While mature
markets such as Germany had attractive support
mechanisms in place costs can often be prohibitive compared with less regulated regions.
“We see a huge difference in cost between
the grid injection systems required in Germany
where the average plant value was around $22.5 million [in 2015] and the UK say where it
might only be $800,000,” a company executive
told Gas Power Tech Quarterly. “More strin-

gent regulation means that we may need to add
expensive redundant compressors for example
which drive up the cost.”
In the UK, costs are also saved by delivering a containerised unit instead of requiring
construction of a purpose built building. Here
Elster has installed the first commercially built
Grid Entry Unit (GEU), a glass fiber-reinforced
container built according to industry standards
with a small foot print of just 5 metres. The
GEU is divided into three or five compartments and contains a Flow Metering room, a
Quality analysis and (LGT) odorisation room
and a control room with a system cabinet with
control system and telemetry equipment as
well as propane blending control.
The two compartments, added in later versions of the system, are only accessible to the
gas network operator and contain a remotely
operable valve (ROV) and telemetry equipment
used by the grid operator for their data collection. Based on the data the remotely operable
valve may be shut off by the grid owner if the
gas data would not match their requirements. 

What Turns The World On?
Transforming off-grid areas into megacities.
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MAN built the ǣrst engine driven
power plant. We have been
successfully in business ever since

34,000+

90%

megawatts of power and heat are
generated at MAN Diesel & Turbo plants

total efǣciency in
heat utilization with
MAN gas engines
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With decades of proven success in even the harshest environments, MAN Diesel & Turbo engines and turbines
for decentralized power plants have become a synonym for reliability, efǣciency and cost-effective operation.
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international customers trust our engines and our expertise in the power industry to keep the wheels of global
business turning. Find out more at www.mandieselturbo.com
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Synchronous compensators prop up the grid
with reactive power
Demand for transmission system voltage support is increasing amid greater renewable penetration and
retirement of fossil and nuclear power plants. Synchronous compensators such as STATCOM provide
reactive power; yet its operational characteristics differ from a Static VAR Compensator. GE said STATCOM
undervoltage performance would be “superior”, while SVCs “masters overvoltages.”
xhibiting at Cigré2016 in Paris this
week, GE presented its utility-grade
static synchronous compensator
(STATCOM) which is based modular
multilevel converter architecture with HVDC
MaxSine full-bridge power submodules.

E

Shunt compensation
Development of insulated gate bipolar transistor technology enables high power shunt compensation systems with voltage source. “The
shunt compensation market is turning to STATCOMs thanks to their harmonic and undervoltage performance. Moreover, stringent
harmonic performance requirements are more
easily met, even in weak networks,” explained
Jussi Pöyhönen, Grid Solutions senior lead design engineer.
Each phase of the VSC valve consists of a
string of series-connected full-bridge valve
submodules, each with its own DC-link capacitor. The current is controlled by switching
valve submodules to its positive or negative
DC-link voltage or zero voltage for voltage dif-

ference over the coupling impedance
of a step-down transformer or a series reactor.
AC voltage is controlled with capacitive reactive power, when the
converter voltage is greater than the
system voltage. If the converter voltage is less than the system voltage,
the STATCOM produces inductive
reactive power. VSC valve reactive
current capability is symmetrical for
inductive and capacitive operation.

Main Building
(Controls + Valves)

TSC

Outdoor Cooling
Assembly

TSR
Phase Reactors

STATCOM Transformer
HF Filtering

System layout (with optional equipment)

New switching algorithms
A modulator is in charge of valve submodule
switching, applying novel algorithms including
DC-link balancing and valve submodule sorting. GE's says its STATCOM VSC valve has
“inherent transient performance thanks to the
strongest DC-capacitor rating on the market.”
Extensive self-diagnostic capabilities help to
pinpoint performance degradation and component faults, e.g. through a dual-lane redundancy
control system configuration. A built-in event

logger with automatic time stamping of 1 millisecond resolution and a synchronized transient
fault recorder with up to 10 microsecond sampling allow for detailed analysis post event.
Remote access to the control system allows
remote diagnostics. According to Pöyhönen,
the STATCOM solution “provides grid operators with reactive power to support grid stability in difficult network conditions and weak
grids in a more compact package compared to
traditional SVC solutions.”


First use of vacuum interrupters at GIS up to 145 kV
Following intensive R&D, Siemens exhibits high voltage interrupters and gas-insulated switchgear using
vacuum technology and so-called clean-air technology up to a voltage of 145 kV for the first time ever at this
year’s Cigré in Paris. The launch of the new outdoor circuit-breaker 3AV1 and 8VN1 Blue GIS is scheduled
in 2018.
he Council on Large
Electric Systems
(Cigré), founded 1921,
this week gathered more
than 3 500 experts in Paris to
exchange knowledge, share
best practices and join forces
for the ‘Power System of
Today and Tomorrow.’so
Exhibiting at the event, Siemens is showcasing a vacuum interrupter unit that performs
switching and arc extinguishing activities.
Clean air – processed and purified air with an
80:20 ratio of nitrogen and oxygen – provides
the insulation for the current-carrying conductors inside the housing of the metal-encapsulated GIS.

T

Dry air used for insulation
With vacuum switching technology, when the
contacts are opened the switching arc burns in
a metal-vapour plasma between the contacts in-

side the vacuum extinction chamber.
The metal
vapour condenses back
onto the contacts after the
arc is extinguished.
No decomposition products occur and the
arc does not affect the surrounding insulation.
This means that natural insulating gases such
as dry air (clean air), nitrogen or carbon dioxide that only have poor arc extinction properties, if any at all, can be used for high-voltage
insulation of current-carrying conductors.
“The combination of vacuum interrupter
units up to 145 kV for arc extinction and clean
air as high voltage insulating medium offers an
additional alternative to sulphur hexafluoride
(SF6) to supplement the existing insulating and
arc extinction technology, explained Karlheinz

Kronen, CEO of high voltage products, part of
Siemens Energy Management.

Vacuum switching up to 145 kV
Siemens has used vacuum switching technology for more than 40 years in its medium voltage switchgear as well as in high-voltage
circuit-breakers up to 72.5 kV.
With the new circuit-breakers and
switchgear, Siemens is extending the use of
vacuum switching technology up to a rated
voltage of 145 kV, a rated short-circuit breaking current up to 40 kilo-amperes (kA), a rated
current of up to 3150 A and operating temperatures from -55°C up to +55°C.
Siemens' Energy Management division offers utilities an industrial power producers and
solutions for the transmission and distribution
of electricity; its nearly 53,000 employees
earned approximately €11.9 billion in sales and
€570 million in profit in the last fiscal year,
ending September 30, 2015.
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New economics of energy storage
Affordable storage is seen as the missing link between intermittent
renewable power and reliable energy supply. McKinsey research
anticipates costs could fall to $200 per kWh in 2020 – half of today’s
price, which would help transform the energy mix of many nations.
By 2025, costs of power storage are expected to fall to $160 kWh or
less, making it affordable to use for utilities and grid operators.
To identify today’s desirable customers,
s technology costs fall, the market
McKinsey analysts built a proprietary energyfor energy storage in the United
storage-dispatch model that considers three
States is estimated to reach up to
kinds of real-world data:
$2.5 billion by 2020 – six times as
much as last year. As the technology matures,
• electricity production and consumption
McKinsey analysts estimate that the global op(“load profiles”), at intervals of seconds or
portunity for storage could reach 1,000 giminutes for at least a year
gawatts in the next 20 years.
• battery characteristics, including price and
Identifying and prioritizing projects and
performance
customers is complicated; so analysts pointed
• electricity prices and tariffs
out that aggregating numbers is not useful
Using both public and private sources, we acwhen evaluating prospects for energy storage.
cessed data for more than a thousand different
load profiles, dozens of batteries
(including lithium ion, lead acid,
sodium sulfur, and flow cell), and
dozens of electricity tariff and pricing tables.
Some customers are charged for
using power during peak times and
the model used calculates that in
North America, the break-even
point for most customers paying a
demand charge is about $9 per kilowatt. Yet analysts suggest that
“based on our prior work looking at
the reduction in costs of lithium-ion
batteries, this could fall to $4 to
$5/kW by 2020.”


A

SCE to install battery energy storage
in California
Responding to California’s Aliso Canyon gas supply constraints, the key
power provider Southern California Edison (SCE) has decided to install
a battery energy storage system from Current, powered by GE’s
LM6000 Hybrid EGT package.
aced with electricity shortages over the
summer due to gas supply constraints,
Southern California increasingly relied
on wind and solar power, combined
with electricity import. Rising intermittent
power supply now makes the deployment of
hybrid energy storage a necessity to keep the
power grid in balance.
SCE hence has asked for a LM6000 Hybrid
EGT s to be deployed at two SCE sites in the
coming months. This solution will qualify for
California’s Independent System Operator’s
tariff for contingency reserve.
The LM6000 Hybrid EGT product integrates a 10 MW battery energy storage system
from Current and an existing GE LM6000
aeroderivative gas turbine with control system

F

upgrades. According to GE, the system will
allow the turbine to operate in standby mode
without using fuel and enable immediate response to changing energy dispatch needs.
Offers ancillary and grid support, the LM6000
Hybrid EGT can provide 50 MW of emissionfree spinning reserve, flexible capacity, and peaking energy; 25 MW of high-quality regulation;
and 10 MVA of reactive voltage support and primary frequency response when not online.
Eric Gebhardt, Chief Platforms & Operations
Officer for Current called the solution a “truly a
best-in-class joint effort by Southern California
Edison, our partners at Wellhead Power Solutions, and multiple GE businesses.” GE now
seeks to bring the same technology to other
GE gas turbine customers around the world. 
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NEWS NUDGES
Residential demand-response
The Nest Learning Thermostat, which
partners with utilities to provide residential
demand response, has been highlighted by
the Oxford Institute of Energy Studies
(OIES) as a “good real-world example” of
how bilateral contracts for flexibility services can be utilised in the integration of renewable resources.
Under the so-called “Rush hour
scheme”, an attribute of the contracted
consumer’s consumption (e.g. air conditioner temperature) is adjusted automatically by a utility company to manage
fluctuations of demand and supply. Consumers are offered a menu of contracts
with different lead times (e.g. from on-demand to 24-hour notice in advance), duration of adjustments in consumption (e.g.
30 minutes to 4 hours) and payments.

Tepco, Toshiba to trial battery
storage for VPPs
Toshiba Corp has struck a deal with Tepco
and the Japanese city of Yokohama to
launch a trial for the control of multiple,
grouped storage batteries attached to Virtual Power Plants (VPPs). The pilot projects test the waters as Toshiba seeks to
build up a battery service business.
The battery storage initiative comes in
response to policies set out by the Japanese Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) which promotes and
supports VPPs that apply energy management technologies to centralised control of
end-user side resources. Supported initiatives include demand response, renewable
energy, storage batteries, etc – all scattered
throughout the power grid.

R&D on thermal storage for wind
power
Working with the utility Hamburg Energie
the Technical University Hamburg Harburg (TUHH), Siemens is developing a
thermal storage solution to be paired with
wind energy, which it hopes “will set a future standard in efficiency.”
Excess wind energy is used to heat
rock-fill, protected by an insulated cover
– when stored electricity is needed a
steam turbine converts the heat energy
back to electricity. Tests in spring 2017
will evaluate the energy conversion of a
36 MWh test bed based on a container
holding approximately 2,000 cubic meters of rock-fill.

W W W . PWPS.COM

DESIGN THAT STAKES ITS
G ROUND AT 38,000 FEET

THE FT4000 ® GAS TURBINE
P O W E R E D B Y P R AT T & W H I T N E Y ® P W 4 0 0 0 ™ A E R O E N G I N E T E C H N O L O G Y
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Himoinsa gears up for European gas power growth
With its latest generation of gas engines delivering improved performance, engine manufacturer Himoinsa
expects growth in its home European market. Manuel Aguilera, gas project manager told Gas Power Tech
Quarterly: “Our growth will revolve around new business opportunities in Eastern Europe, in France or in the
UK, markets in which the demand for gas generator sets is growing at a higher rate.”
verall, Himoinsa expects the gas
market in Europe to start picking
up this year and grow by around
1.9% per annum from now to
2020. The UK is seen as particularly strong opportunity in the medium term, thanks in part to
the country’s capacity market mechanism.

O

Yanmar engines hit 10,000 hour
up-time
Powering this growth are Himoinsa’s new Yanmar engines which deliver maintenance intervals
up to five times longer than standard equipment,
Aguilera, explained. The Yanmar product range
includes both diesel and gas-powered generator
sets with maintenance periods stretching up to
10,000 hours. This allows greater uptime and

reliability and has already spurred interest from
operators around the world.
“We are working on new tri-generation
projects, referred to as CCHP (Combined Cooling Heat and Power), which in addition to supplying electricity and heat with generator sets
for cogeneration applications, also supply cold
through an absorption machine, thereby saving
fuel and reducing emissions. These projects are
having a great reception in regions with high
temperatures, as is the case of the Middle
East,” he said.

Cross-industry demand for
distributed gas solutions
From its research base in Spain, Himoinsa has
been active in pushing the boundaries of smallscale gas power equipment
across several industry verticals. The firm recently supplied gas generator sets for
the of the Biomedical Research Laboratories of the
University of Murcia in
Spain as well as working
with energy firm Transgas to
develop solutions for Romania’s oil and gas sector.
“Four HGP-100 T5 NG

generator sets on stand-by guarantee the supply
of the control equipment of the gas compression
station,” Aguilera commented on the Transgas
project, adding that, ”within the oil and gas sector, we also supply power to a plant in Colombia
where they extract the crude oil that feeds the
generator sets with gas from the wells.”
The manufacturer also recently announced a
novel solution for the fishing industry having
supplied gas generator sets to feed several
salmon farming centres in Chile. Located in remote areas without access to the grid, the
salmon farms require continuous supply to
avoid risk of discharges into the marine environment and Himoinsa’s solution was chosen
due to its reliability.
Himoinsa continues to pursue new research
as it seeks to improve not only efficiency and
output but storage capacity for its gas generator
sets. “Our engineering department is working
to increase the storage capacity of our entire
rental range of LPG-powered generator sets.
Our goal is to find ever more efficient solutions
that make better use of the space within the
sets so that we can incorporate tanks of greater
capacity without increasing the size of the unit.
We believe that this is an improvement that
will be very well received in the market,”
Aguilera concluded.


Powerphase gets US patent for ‘Turbophase’
Developer of gas turbine upgrades Powerphase LLC has been issued a new patent from the United States
Patent and Trademark Office. The US Patent No. 9,388,737 covers ‘Turbophase’, a technology that solves the
problem that gas turbines lose output at high ambient temperatures or elevations.
urbophase uses a fuel driven engine and
its waste heat, along with a highly efficient compressor in a cogeneration
process to generate hot, compressed air
approximately 35% more efficiently that the
gas turbine itself.
The highly efficient air is then injected into
the gas turbine, allowing it to produce its optimum output in all ambient conditions. Because
the incremental air is created so efficiently, not
only does the gas turbine generate more
megawatt hours, but it also makes all of its
megawatt hours more fuel efficiently.
Using the waste heat from the fueled engine
driving the compression process has three
major benefits, according to Bob Kraft, the inventor of Turbophase:
• "First, the connection to the plant is very
simple and takes about a day,
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• “second, because the power source is fuel,
the auxiliary load is very low, approximately 0.5% of the incremental power
generated;
• “and lastly, and most importantly, because
Turbophase is a co-generation process, the
system can be efficiently added to a combined cycle power plant.”
Turbophase has characteristics of a
reciprocating engine, yet Mr Kraft
claimedthat the electricity would
be generated at combined cycle efficiencies and the installed cost is
less than half . "Our innovative use
of air creates a generational leap is
gas turbine fuel efficiency,” he
said, concluding – “We like to say,
'Air is cheaper than fuel.'"
Florida-based Powerphase LLC

has already installed its Turbophase solution on
the GE’s 6B and 7FA gas turbines. The company
said it is working towards partnerships with all
of the other major OEMs – notably Siemens,
Mitsubishi, Rolls Royce, Alstom, Ansaldo, and
Caterpillar – as it seeks to introduce the same
Turbophase technology on every land-based
frame and aero-derivative gas turbine.
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Adapting GT cooling to changing operating dynamics
AAF International has developed a gas turbine (GT) inlet cooling system which provides fast response to the
changing dynamics of gas turbine power generation. High-capacity rotary atomisers on the dirty air side of
filters, combined with a control system to finetune the downstream temperature, are key features of its new
InstaKool system.
erformance of gas turbines depends
on air flow through the compressor to
the combustion section. As the temperature of incoming ambient air increases, its density drops as does the mass flow
through the turbine. Consequentially, the gas
turbine output decreases and the fuel rate increases. Hence, inlet cooling is vital to keep
performance levels up.
Cooling of inlet air can be achieved by either adiabatic cooling, which interfaces a water
supply with the incoming air. Sensible energy
is given up by the air, providing latent heat of

P

evaporation until the air reaches new equilibrium. No heat is removed from the system, the
air enthalpy remains constant.
Chilled water cooling, on the other hand, removes heat from the air via by circulating
water in coils in a closed loop. In turn the
chiller disperses the heat removed from the air
via a condenser by a cooling tower or cooling
fans. Depressing air temperature below its dew
point will produce condensate on the coils.
For turbines with highly variable loads, adiabatic cooling allows to increase output and reduce heat rate in order to meet peak demand

quickly. Standard methods of adiabatic cooling
have been media evaporative cooling and high
pressure fogging – both systems are located
downstream of inlet filters.

Technicalities of InstaKool
InstaKool, a new inlet cooling system developed by AAF International, comprises of high
capacity rotary atomisers located upstream of
the final filters, with a rigorous control system
which ensures that filter differential pressure is
not compromised.
By the introducing a fine mist into the air
stream, ahead of the final filters, InstaKool
provides adiabatic cooling. The mist delivery
device is a high capacity rotary atomiser which
only requires low pressure water. Varying the
atomiser water flow rate does not affect the
water droplet particle size distribution, which
allows the system to be finely controlled from
zero to 100% water flow.
Designed to provide a fast response to cooling demands, modular control panels are located
adjacent to the filter house, providing 200 Watts
of power to each atomiser. Cascade control of
differential pressure, followed by relative humidity protects filters from differential pressure
excursions. This strategy enables the gas turbine
operator to trim output by adjusting the downstream temperature between ambient and the reduced temperature at 80% relative humidity. 

Inlet air cooling optimises plant performance
Johnson Controls range of Gas Turbine Inlet Air Cooling (GTIAC) solutions is designed to increase output
of gas power plants and ensure peak performance in environments with high ambient temperature.
he new YCP-2020 is the first prepackaged, containerized mechanicalbased GTIAC solution in the
market, according to the manufacturer who singled out the equipment as a
“cost-effective, flexible, compact self-contained system.”
It comprises YORK chillers, chilled and
condenser water pumps, electrical starters
and a proprietary Metasys control system.
The design is optimized to reduce parasitic
power consumption; and its 20-foot standard shipping container sized modules
minimize site space requirements, allowing
flexibility in configuration and reducing
project logistics costs.
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Johnson Controls said “the YCP-2020 is
the result of extensive market research with
generating companies, utilities and gas turbine manufacturers on challenges power
plants face.”
The YCP-2020 is manufactured, assembled and tested at one of Johnson Controls’
largest factories located at Wuxi, China,
with a manufacturing capacity of 6,000
chillers per year.
The company claims it is now the only
chiller manufacturer offering GTIAC expertise and packaging its own equipment
into complete solutions, supported by an
extensive local OEM service network of
over one hundred branches across Asia. 

YCP-2020
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